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The WorldCom and Enron Settlements and Their
Implications for Corporate Boards

The business, legal, and regulatory communities are

just beginning to digest the potential ramifications of

the recent WorldCom and Enron settlements.  Certain
former outside directors of each corporation agreed to

settle claims made by plaintiff investors by, among

other things, personally paying the plaintiffs a total of
$18 million and $13 million, respectively.1   Many

current and prospective directors understandably are

concerned that they too may be the subject of
demands for personal financial contributions in the

event of alleged corporate wrongdoing.

Corporations, shareholders and the public should be
concerned as well.  Now more than ever, corporations

need capable and dedicated outside directors who are

willing to serve on corporate boards.  Yet, the risk of
personal liability that these recent settlements

highlight and perhaps enhance may well cause

qualified individuals to reconsider their willingness to
serve on corporate boards.

Some observers take comfort in the fact that the acts

and omissions at WorldCom and Enron were

particularly egregious and conclude that personal

financial responsibility probably will not carry over to

more ordinary cases of misconduct.  The Enron
directors were accused of failing to investigate reports

of fraudulent acts and personally profiting by selling

stock after issuing misleading financial statements;
their settlement disgorged some of those profits.  The

WorldCom directors were accused of a comprehensive

failure of managerial oversight, including failing to
understand the company’s finances, communicate with

its auditor and ensure accurate reporting; their

settlement figure represented 20% of the settling
directors’ net worth.

The extraordinary facts and allegations surrounding

the WorldCom and Enron settlements may not,
however, be a requirement for seeking or, ultimately,

obtaining, personal financial contributions from

directors.  The settlements are a part of a continuing
shift toward personal accountability by directors for

corporate wrongdoing.  The corporate and regulatory

environment has dramatically changed, evidenced this
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1 The WorldCom settlement has since been rejected by the court due to its impairment of the rights of certain non-settling
defendants, but this ruling is based on a detail of the WorldCom settlement that likely will not affect approval of the Enron
settlement.  Specifically, the court rejected the settlement because it would have restricted the extent to which the remaining
defendants could reduce their own liability based on a jury finding of settling-defendant culpability.  Upon a jury’s allocation
of fault, the settlement provided that the non-settling defendants would not be able to reduce their liability by more than an
amount specified by the settlement agreement ($90 million), even if a jury were to determine that the settling defendants
were responsible for a greater amount of damages.



time by the WorldCom and Enron settlements.

Moreover, the fact that the settling WorldCom and
Enron directors accepted a degree of personal

financial responsibility could provide incentive to

future dissatisfied investor-plaintiffs to seek similar
outcomes, even in circumstances where the alleged

wrongdoing is not nearly as serious or damaging as

that found in WorldCom and Enron.

Can anything be done to ensure that the corporation’s

legitimate, indeed heightened, interest in recruiting

and retaining highly qualified outside directors is
achieved?  The answer is yes.  Working with legal

counsel possessing the requisite knowledge and

experience, corporations and their boards can take a
number of steps to ensure that risk of director liability

is minimized and that appropriate D&O insurance and

corporate indemnity protections are in place.

Steps that management can take to ensure that its

directors have the best available safeguards against

personal exposure include:

■ Commissioning formal board presentations by

outside counsel regarding the scope of fiduciary

and other duties of board members, and providing
formal management presentations to directors

regarding the corporation’s internal controls,

accounting practices, and other matters of
particular relevance to board members.

■ Undertaking a comprehensive review of the

corporation’s indemnification regime, including
indemnification and exculpation provisions in

articles of incorporation and by-laws and separate

contractual indemnification arrangements with
directors.

■ Undertaking a comprehensive review of the

corporation’s directors’ and officers’ liability
insurance program.  All D&O policies are not the

same and can differ dramatically in the scope of

coverage provided and with respect to a variety of
terms, including severability clauses, conduct

exclusions, the “insured vs. insured exclusion,”

choice of counsel and allocation of policy limits.2

Additionally, in order to minimize their exposure,

corporate directors (and those contemplating

becoming corporate directors) should:

■ Conduct due diligence when deciding whether to

accept an invitation to serve on a board, and

exercise vigilance in determining whether to
continue service on the board and when making all

decisions as a director.

■ Prepare fully for meetings and take time to
deliberate significant board decisions, ensure that

they are fully informed of all facts, and seek the aid

of independent counsel and other advisors when
appropriate.

■ Monitor the corporation’s compliance with its own

policies and procedures, particularly those relating
to internal audit, governance, and other Sarbanes-

Oxley requirements.

■ Maintain independence from management by
refusing to rubber-stamp recommendations,

actively question omissions and inconsistencies in

reports from management, and demand immediate
investigation and corrective action when

deficiencies are suspected or discovered.

■ Understand the indemnification and insurance
regimes maintained by the corporation and

consider supplementing D&O coverage with

individual liability insurance where appropriate.
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2 For more information on directors’ and officers’ insurance programs, see K&LNG’s Insurance Coverage

  Alert from January, 2005 entitled “A Timely Lesson From the WorldCom and Enron Settlements:  Make Sure

  Your D&O Program is Adequate.”
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If you have questions or would like more information about K&LNG’s Corporate Practice, please contact one of our

lawyers listed below:

Boston Stephen L. Palmer spalmer@klng.com 617.951.9211

Michael A. Hickey mhickey@klng.com 617.951.9157

Dallas Norman R. Miller nmiller@klng.com 214.939.4906

London John N. Elgar jelgar@klng.com 44.20.7360.8108

Los Angeles Mark A. Klein mklein@klng.com 310.552.5033

Thomas J. Poletti tpoletti@klng.com 310.552.5045

Miami Clayton E. Parker cparker@klng.com 305.539.3306

Newark Stephen A. Timoni stimoni@klng.com 973.848.4020

New York Stephen R. Connoni sconnoni@klng.com 212.536.4040

John D. Vaughan jvaughan@klng.com 212.536.4006

Pittsburgh Michael C. McLean mmclean@klng.com 412.355.6458

Kristen Larkin Stewart kstewart@klng.com 412.355.8975

San Francisco Mark H. Davis mdavis@klng.com 415.249.1020

Dirk Michels dmichels@klng.com 415.249.1022

Washington Thomas F. Cooney, III tcooney@klng.com 202.778.9076

While the world evaluates the ramifications of the

Enron settlement and awaits resolution of the
WorldCom directors’ fates, boards and management

may consider taking actions necessary to recruit and

maintain quality members of their boards of directors,
by mitigating the risk of personal liability associated

with serving on their boards.  Toward that end,

corporations may wish to consider requesting that
experienced outside counsel review the corporation’s

indemnification regime and D&O programs to ensure

that best practices are being implemented.
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